ORACLE DAT A SHEET

Oracle Consulting Upgrade for
Oracle Business Intelligence Suite

Oracle Business Intelligence Suite Enterprise Edition (“OBISEE”) and Oracle
Business Intelligence Suite Foundation Edition (“OBISFE”) solutions are key
components of an organization’s success. It is critical to realize the highest value
from software investment, now and in the future. Over time, organizations change,
creating new demands for information. As these changes and requirements
accumulate, solutions designed to meet original business requirements may no
longer be aligned with current and future requirements. Oracle Consulting Upgrade
for Oracle Business Intelligence Suite is designed to help streamline your upgrade
implementation. This service provides your organization with greater agility,
reduced costs and reduced risk.

KEY FEATURES

•

Workshops ensure the upgrade plan
takes into account your unique needs

•

Recommendations to effectively
address process or infrastructure
changes needed for upgrade

•

Optimized OBISEE and OBISFE
implementation.

A Business-Driven, Practical Approach to OBIS Upgrade
Oracle Consulting can help you streamline your upgrade efforts by providing a team of
highly experienced Oracle Consulting experts and a refined process to upgrade your
OBIS software to version 12c. Utilizing our functional, integration and infrastructure
expertise, these experts provide a comprehensive and low risk option for you. Oracle
Consulting Upgrade for Oracle Business Intelligence Suite focuses on identifying the
current components of your OBIS deployment, then managing the upgrade process

KEY BENEFITS

from end-to-end so you can begin taking advantage of enhanced performance, control

•

Effectively leverage new and existing
OBIS functionality, such as mobility
and visualization options

•

Develop a low-risk approach for a
value driven OBIS upgrade

•

Optimize your existing infrastructure to
ensure performance and reliability

workshops to assess current state of your OBIS solutions. This “triage”

•

Derive the highest level of business
value from your solutions

challenges. The completed questionnaires in conjunction with upgrade

and expanded visualizations of your OBIS systems. We follow a proven methodology:


Upgrade Requirements: Based on upgrade scope, Oracle Consulting
experts leverage proprietary questionnaires in conjunction with onsite
exercise is designed to identify and prioritize any anticipated upgrade
requirements provides these experts with information needed to deliver a
complete upgrade to OBIS 12c for all OBIS solutions.

RELATED PRODUCTS

The Oracle Business Intelligence Suite
Upgrade Service also applies to other
OBISEE and OBIA modules including:
• Financial Analytics



Upgrade Planning: Utilizing the information gathered, Oracle Consulting
experts produce an upgrade plan. This report details findings, including any
current solution challenges, functional and configuration elements that may
prevent realization of the OBIS upgrade. These experts identify high-impact

•

Procurement and Spend Analytics

areas and provide recommendations to effectively address any process or

•

Human Resources Analytics

infrastructure changes that could take place as part of the upgrade. The

• Project

Analytics

• Service

Analytics

design plan spells out exactly what needs to be done and helps build
confidence with upcoming changes. Furthermore, recommendations are
made for enhancements to your current system that would allow you to take
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advantage of new functionality including, but not limited to, mobility, Big Data
and visual enhancements.


Upgrade Implementation: The upgrade is designed to take place as a
smooth and low-risk method for you to ensure the most up-to-date version of

RELAT ED SERVICES

OBIS has been implemented as quickly as possible. Oracle Consulting
experts will assist you with validation so you can begin leveraging the new

FROM ORACLE CONSULTING

•

Oracle Consulting Assessment for
Oracle Business Intelligence
Applications

•

Oracle Consulting Rapid Start for
Oracle Data Visualization

•

Oracle Consulting Rapid Start for
Oracle Big Data Discovery

functionality.

Key Deliverables:


Onsite workshops to assess current state OBIS solutions and uncover
upgrade requirements

FROM ORACLE UNIVERSITY



Upgrade plan

•

Expert-led training for Oracle Business
Intelligence Suite Enterprise Edition



Upgraded OBIS solution

•

Learning paths and assessments for
Oracle Technology



Engagement summary report capturing changes made during the
upgrade process and recommended next steps

How We Are Different

WHY ORACLE CONSULTING

•

•

Leading Expertise: Oracle's own experts
providing thought leadership for every
Oracle solution
Broad Coverage: “End-to-end” lifecycle
services across the entire Oracle product
footprint

The Oracle Consulting team is focused exclusively on Oracle Technologies, and
we have the experts that others turn to for leading practices in Oracle hardware
and software implementations. We know how to best optimize your investment in
Oracle products and can provide your business with tightly integrated,
comprehensive, superior services throughout your Oracle Technology experience.

•

Global Scale: 13,000 Oracle experts in
145 countries, serving over 20 million
users

Getting Started

•

Unified Methodology: Based on industry
standards, high quality results across
complex projects

implementations across diverse industries and geographies. Tight integration

•

Flexible Delivery: Onsite, offsite, and
offshore, along with innovative solutions
such as Expert Services and Architecture
Services

Leverage Oracle’s methods, tools, and extensive experience with customer
across Consulting, Development, Support, Education, and Global Delivery puts the
entire Oracle team behind your success. To learn more, contact your local Oracle
Consulting representative, or visit www.oracle.com/consulting.
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